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I. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

The complexities of growing crops in space push the boundaries of biology and

engineering like nothing else. Systems are needed to not only get humans into space and other

celestial bodies, but also to support life once there. To do so, the entire mission needs to be taken

into account: leaving Earth, traveling in space, reaching the Moon or Mars (in this context),

living there, leaving, traveling in space back to Earth, and ultimately returning to Earth.

Therefore, we decided to conduct two experiments to replicate a mission type scenario. The first

experiment was to test the growth of soybeans in Earth, Moon, and Mars simulants by varying

the amount of aeration. Soybeans were chosen because of their high protein concentration and

potential for meat substitutes or possibly even biofuel applications, besides wanting to represent

a midwestern crop for the challenges. The outline for our second experiment was based on

planting seeds in remaining simulant with the optimal aeration treatment determined from the

first experiment and analyzing how gene expression of the germinating seedlings is affected

under exposure to high stress.

Theory

As gravitational impacts are either increased or decreased due to changes in environment,

aeration effects can be observed as directly proportional: increased gravity leads to a subsequent

increase in circulation. Similarly, in soil systems, as gravity decreases, there are lessened effects

of convection due to stagnated air flow. This can damage overall plant growth as lack of

convection in soil does not permit nutrient and water circulation.



In a paper exploring the limitations of physiological transport and exchange in plants

grown in microgravity we see this effect highlighted (Porterfield, 2002). Interestingly, when

gravity is decreased, the soil gravitational potential decreases as well and as a result the soil is

able to hold more water than it would normally be able to on earth. As a result of this increased

water capacity we see two results happen. One, water flows through the soil much slower,

meaning that air also flows through the soil slower leading to poor root aeration. Two, the water

in the soil is attracted to the roots surface area due to the reduced gravitational soil potential. This

in essence leads to more water surrounding the roots, choking them of air and leading to poor

root aeration. Another study focused on these effects (Porterfield et. al, 1996) tests plant growth

in microgravity and confirms the effects on this lack of aeration on plants’ roots due to

microgravity. As a result, the aeration of a plant’s soil when grown on a different planet with

lower gravity will be absolutely critical to the health of the plant. Our first experiment aims to

better understand the effects of changes in aeration on soybean plants here on earth so we can

better understand how changes in soil aeration, due to their reduced gravity, will affect soybeans

on the Moon and Mars.

To quantify which effects of aeration are most conducive to plant growth, regoliths were

mixed such that they contained increasing amounts of perlite, a soil addition that can improve

aeration and water circulation in soil. These mixtures were done for both the moon and mars

regoliths on an increasing scale of 0% to 60% perlite, and we also did mixtures for Earth soil

taken from a corn field at a Purdue research center to compare results against. Going into the

experiment, we predicted that a mid-high perlite amount on our scale would yield the best results

given the powdery texture of the Moon and Mars regoliths. Further analysis can be conducted to



better understand the relationship between aeration and soil pH, nutrient density, and overall

plant health, but more so the relationship between aeration and overall plant growth was the

primary focus of this experiment.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

Measurement Methods

1. Potting Method

Our first step in potting for Experiment 1 was mixing the Earth, Moon, and Mars

simulants 50/50 with ACE Hardware Composted Manure to provide organic material especially

for the Moon and Mars simulants that would replicate and take advantage of the most accessible

organic matter humans would have during a space mission: their own waste. From there, given

the amount of simulant-compost mixture we had, we decided to prepare eight 0.5-gallon plastic

nursery pots with the following Miracle-Gro Perlite amounts: 0 mL, 50 mL, 100 mL, 200 mL,

300 mL, 400 mL, 500 mL, 600 mL. To specify, 50 mL of perlite means it was mixed with 950

mL of simulant-compost mixture to always have a consistent 1 L of overall

simulant-compost-perlite mixture. 1 L was chosen as the volume amount because it provided

proper spacing in the 0.5-gallon pots for growth and watering while ensuring we still had some

simulant-compost mixture left over for Experiment 2.

2. Planting Method

Once these 8 pots were prepared, 3 dibble holes were made about 1¼ in. deep in the

shape of a triangle equidistant from the sides of the pots as well as each other and a Beck’s

Hybrids soybean seed was planted in each dibble. Generally, soybeans are planted up to 2 inches



deep (Staton, 2022), but we decided to go with the 1¼ in. depth due to the size of our pots and

the fact that we wouldn’t be focused on growing the crop a full normal growing season.

3. Plant Care Method

Our entire soybean plant care philosophy was centered around using minimal resources

for our mission-based approach. Generally, we made sure to check and treat our plants two times

a day during the week and once a day on the weekend. We were allotted space at Purdue’s

Horticultural Greenhouse facility in a general polyhouse room kept at 75+° F, which we

considered a normal Earth-style greenhouse atmosphere. For treatments, we decided to provide

the plants with appropriate amounts of fluid given their state of germination and how well the

fluid was draining through the simulant-compost-perlite mixtures. We started off with 50 mL of

fluid to stimulate the seeds and then backed down to 25-30 mL for the rest of the first week to

avoid oversaturation. After we began seeing germination results, we increased the fluid amount

to 50 mL during the second week. After perchlorates were detected in the Martian mixture (more

on this in later sections), the Earth and Moon mixtures were continued at 50 mL while the

Martian mixture was backed down to 25-30 mL to avoid oversaturation after a washout was

performed. We continued with these amounts for as long as we could to minimize resources used

to grow the plants, but after about a month, we had to increase the amount given to the Earth and

Moon plants because of how much they had grown. Over the course of the last three weeks of

the growth period, we kept our fertilizer mixture application at 50 mL in mornings and increased

watering to 100 mL in afternoons while holding the Martian plants at 25-30 mL because

germination and growth still was not as significant.



For our fluid applications, we decided to inoculate the plants with two fertilizers that we

named Fert 1 and Fert 2 due to their sequential usage. Fert 1 was FoxFarm Bushdoctor

Kangaroots Fertilizer, which we applied twice during the first two weeks of growth; once on the

first Monday (day 3 after planting), mixed at a concentration of 5 mL of fertilizer and 995 mL of

Reverse Osmosis (RO) water and applied at 50 mL to each pot, and again on the second Monday,

mixed at a concentration of 10 mL of fertilizer and 990 mL of RO water and applied at 50 mL to

each pot. Fert 2 was FoxFarm Big Bloom Fertilizer, and we began applying it on the third

Monday. Each Monday through the end of the growth period, we would mix 30 mL of fertilizer

with 970 mL of RO water and apply 50 mL to each pot, and on the rest of the days we would

mix 15 mL of fertilizer with 985 mL of RO water and apply 50 mL to each pot. These amounts

were based on the fertilizers’ recommended application amounts. Fertilizer applications would

be done in mornings, and normal watering in afternoons. On weekends, fertilization and

sometimes additional watering took place in the single session. As the growth period went on,

the watering in afternoons/weekends sometimes increased or decreased depending on how dry

the pots were, but fertilization was kept relatively the same to conserve resources.

A very important aspect of our plant care/growth setup was our use of plastic wrap on top

of the pots to stimulate germination. The idea was to keep the soil microbiome humid and moist

in the early stages and allow us to conserve resources in the process. Later, we removed the

plastic on a pot if there were two or more seeds germinating or if one pot produced a shoot tall

enough to be touching the plastic.

Analysis & Results



Most of our initial analysis of results was based on keeping a germination record of the

various simulant-compost-perlite mixtures for Earth, Moon, and Mars. The following tables

show our counts:

Table 1: Seed germination in the Earth mixtures

Germination Record - Earth (Planted on 2/12)

Date 0 PER 50 PER 100 PER 200 PER 300 PER 400 PER 500 PER 600 PER

2/17 1

2/18 2 2 3

2/19 1 2

2/20 1 1

2/23 1

2/27 1

3/2 1

3/3 1

Total 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

Table 2: Seed germination in the Moon mixtures

Germination Record - Moon (Planted on 2/12)

Date 0 PER 50 PER 100 PER 200 PER 300 PER 400 PER 500 PER 600 PER

2/16 2 1 2 1

2/17 2 1 1

2/18 1 1 1 2 1 2

2/19 1

2/20 1

3/1 1

3/17 1

Total 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3

Table 3: Seed germination in the Mars mixtures before and after the washout



Germination Record - Mars (Planted on 2/12)

Date 0 PER 50 PER 100 PER 200 PER 300 PER 400 PER 500 PER 600 PER

2/18 1 1

2/19 1

2/23 1 1

New Germination Record - Mars (After Washout and Replanted on 2/25)

Date 0 PER 50 PER 100 PER 200 PER 300 PER 400 PER 500 PER 600 PER

3/3 1

3/8 1

3/12 2 1

Total 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0

Once we got to the third week and began adding Fert 2 to create our optimal soil

microbiome for plant growth, we also began taking pH readings and soil temperature readings.

For pH readings, we scooped 1 mL of simulant-compost-perlite mixture from a pot, added 1 mL

of RO water, mixed thoroughly, and used a calibrated pH meter with probes and waited for it to

steady before recording. However, we began to realize that our readings had quite a bit of

variation, and we believe that had to do with the scoops we were taking having inconsistent

amounts of perlite and nutrient distribution. Soil temperature was taken using thermocouples,

where two electrical conductors were placed in the soil of an individual pot at a time. Our soil

temperature readings also were not very helpful and did not provide much significant data. Both

pH and soil temperature tables are included in the Appendix.

By the time we were about three-quarters of the way done, we could tell qualitatively that

our mix of 500 mL perlite to 500 mL simulant-compost mixture had the best growth for Earth,

Moon, and Mars. The plants in these pots had the most consistent germination results with the



healthiest leaf color and tallest shoots compared to the other perlite to simulant-compost mixture

concentrations.

To determine the well being of these plants, we calculated the Normalized Difference

Vegetative Index (NDVI) for comparison across Earth, Moon, and Mars. The NDVI measures

how present certain pigments are in plant leaves, like chlorophyll, and is calculated using the

equation below:

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =  
ρ

𝑁𝐼𝑅
− ρ

𝑉𝐼𝑆

ρ
𝑁𝐼𝑅

+ ρ
𝑉𝐼𝑆

Equation 1: General NDVI Formula

From Equation 1, we see that NDVI is a value that tells you the relative values of ,ρ
𝑁𝐼𝑅

the reflectance of the plants’ leaves for Near InfraRed light (880 nm), and , the reflectance ρ
𝑉𝐼𝑆

of the plants’ leaves for visible light (660 nm). With a value closest to +1, we see a high NIR

light reflectance when compared to visible red light. This indicates a high presence of

chlorophyll and other pigments in the leaves which points to a generally healthier plant. For

NDVI values near zero that indicate the reflectance for NIR light and visible light are close to

each other, this points to lower plant health.

Since visually our mix of 500 mL perlite to 500 mL simulant-compost mixture had the

best growth for earth, moon, and mars, we collaborated with graduate students in the

Agricultural & Biological Engineering department to obtain multispectral scans of the leaves

from the plants to determine the NDVI. For the Earth and Moon plants, we were able to get scans

of three leaves on the bottoms of the plants and three leaves on the tops of the plants. For the



Martian plants, there were not as many leaves so scans were just done of one of the top and

bottom leaves. The multispectral scans gave us images of 880 nm and 660 nm, and with the use

of openCV in Python, we were able to find the NIR and visible light reflectance for all the

samples and use those to find the NDVI for each leaf sample.

Based on the preliminary statistical analysis (Table 6 & Graph 2), we can make certain

conclusions on the NDVI values from top vs bottom leaves and the effects of different simulants.

The top and bottom leaf NDVI values seem significant on the Moon and Mars simulants, while

the top and bottom values on the Earth simulant do not seem to have any statistically significant

differences. In terms of the effects of the simulants, the top leaf NDVI on Earth seems

statistically different from both the Moon and Mars top leaves. The bottom leaf NDVI on the

Earth and Moon are not significantly different, but both are significantly different from the Mars

simulant. The averages for all bottom leaf NDVI are close, and due to poor growth in Mars

coupled with the low number of samples raises doubt on the later conclusion. However, the lack

of growth itself could favor a statistically significant NDVI difference on the bottom leaf of

mars, justifying the error of 0.

Overall, since the majority of the plants’ leaves were green (see Appendix), supported by

(Boiarskii & Hasegawa, 2019) (Chen, 2022), we assume the main pigment present is

chlorophyll, therefore suggesting chlorophyllic tendencies. Therefore, the top leaf in Earth

simulant indicates a significantly higher chlorophyll concentration when compared to top leaves

in the Moon and Mars simulants. In the same way, the bottom leaf chlorophyll concentration in

the Earth and Moon simulants seem to be higher when compared to the bottom leaves in Mars



simulant. Although the conclusions are supported by Table 6 and Figure 2, a higher number of

samples would be suitable to repeat the NDVI tests in future experiments.

Soil
Simulant

Earth Mars Moon

Trial # Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Trial 1 0.483 0.516 0.394 0.497 0.422 0.503

Trial 2 0.466 0.536 - - 0.388 0.529

Trial 3 0.557 0.508 - - 0.404 0.522

Table 4: Raw Data for NDVI tests of leafs at different Simulants
*There was only one trial for Mars since there was only one plant in the Mars 500 PER pot with

minimal leaves

Soil
Simulant

Earth Mars Moon

Statistic Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Top Leaf Bottom
Leaf

Average 0.502 0.520 0.394 0.497 0.405 0.518

Stdv 0.040 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.011

Error 0.023 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.006

Error
Max

0.525 0.527 0.394 0.497 0.413 0.524

Error Min 0.479 0.513 0.394 0.497 0.397 0.511
Table 5: Comparison data for NDVI values of leaves for different simulants

Averages NDVI Top Leaf Bottom Leaf

Earth 0.45101714 0.5200993367

Moon 0.4048095267 0.5178604167

Mars 0.39397895 0.49675575

Table 6:  Average NDVI values for top and bottom leaves of Earth, Moon, and Mars plants



Figure 1: NDVI comparisons between leaves and different environmental conditions

Figure 2: Comparison of significance of NDVI values and the average values for top and bottom
leaves

Table 6 shows the relative performance of our plants. The samples that were grown in

500 mL perlite to 500 mL Earth soil-compost mixture had the highest NDVI values, which

indicates the best relative health. This is followed by the 500 mL perlite to 500 mL Moon

simulant-compost mixture, which is followed closely by the plants grown with the 500 mL



perlite to 500 mL Mars simulant-compost mixture. Looking at a study that covers some factors

that affect NDVI values (Ouyang, 2009), we see that NDVI is highly correlated to the presence

of nutrients in the soils. Knowing that the Earth sample will have contained more nutrients than

the samples from the Moon and Mars, we expect to see the NDVI values for the Earth plants to

be higher than those of the Moon or Mars plants, which is shown by Table 6. Also interesting to

note is the fact that the Moon plants perform better than the Mars plants. Although the Mars

plants being younger by two weeks likely does play a role in the difference in NDVI values, the

difference in germination between Moon and Mars plants point to other factors playing important

roles in the overall health of Mars plants as well. One major factor that contributed to this

decrease in plant health when compared to the moon was the presence of perchlorates.

Perchlorates found in Martian regolith are known to be toxic to plants. Upon seed

germination, it was observed that the plants grown in Martian regolith were severely stunted in

size, and there was noticeable browning on the sprouting leaves. Perchlorates are known to

prevent germination and hinder plant growth, and thus it was suspected that the observed effects

could be attributed to perchlorates present in the Martian regolith (Oze et. al., 2021). This

possibility had not been accounted for prior to experimentation, and a test was run using

methylene blue as an indicator for perchlorate presence in the soil. The test indicated that the

Martian regolith was contaminated with perchlorates. It was initially thought that the perchlorate

level was low enough to have a negligible effect on plant health, but the germinated sprouts’

health rapidly deteriorated. Because perchlorates are water soluble, a washout was conducted by

rinsing the soil with clean deionized water. The seeds were replanted and the experiment was run

as normal following the washout. The growth hindrance and leaf deterioration previously



observed prior to the washout were not observed once the replanted seeds germinated. Plant

growth appeared normal and healthy from then on.

Conclusions

1) Treatment Variability

Plant growth was observed in nearly every treatment, which indicated that Martian or

Moon regolith in combination with Earth soil are likely viable mediums for plant growth.

However, in future experimentation, Martian regolith should undergo a washout to mitigate the

presence of perchlorates before planting seeds. The only treatments that did not show growth -

Earth soil with the lowest perlite addition - were suspected to be hindered by the lack of aeration

in the soil. This can likely be attributed to the state of the soil when first being collected: wet and

muddy from a field.

2) General Performance

Overall, plants grown in soil with the addition of 500 mL of perlite exhibited the best

results. The NDVI values obtained for these treatments indicated optimal plant health,

particularly in the 500 mL perlite and Earth soil combination. The 500 mL perlite and Moon

regolith performed better than the 500 mL perlite and Mars regolith combination, both of which

had NDVI values that were lower than those of the 500 mL perlite and Earth soil combination.

NDVI is highly correlated to factors such as the presence of nutrients in the soils, and thus it was

expected that the plants grown in Earth soil would show the best performance.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Measurement Methods

1. Original Rocket Launch Concept



Once determining that plants in 500 mL perlite to 500 mL simulant-compost mixture had

the best growth for Earth, Moon, and Mars, we began planning ways in which to test gene

expression of germinating seedlings in this optimal medium under high stress. Our initial concept

involved launching samples in L1 model rockets, as we had two on hand and they typically reach

about 3-4 G’s for a few seconds. We began by designing a growth chamber that would fit in an

L1 rocket, specifically the LOC-IV model. The chambers (made from cardboard wood and

wooden dowels) were designed to hold three 150 mL growth tubes containing a seed germinating

in Earth, Moon, or Mars optimally determined simulant-compost-perlite ratio mixtures. The

seeds would be planted a week before launch to allow for enough root/shoot development, and

the design accounted for enough space on all sides. The growth chamber would also have three

white LED lights on the roof for when in the rocket, and they could be positioned over each

germinating seed and arranged in parallel circuits to provide maximum output of lighting. A 9V

battery would be used to power the lights with a 470 Ohm resistor to ensure longer lifespan of

the battery. In addition, the chamber would have a space on top for a Jolly Logic AltimeterTwo

to be placed to record data such as maximum altitude, top speed, engine thrust duration, peak

acceleration, ejection timing, and total flight time.

Because the L1 rockets rely on the motor for ejecting the nose cone and parachute, we

needed to draft a way to modify our L1s to be able to hold a growth chamber in the body tube.

Therefore, we decided to create our design around splitting the rocket in half so the motor would

eject half the rocket instead of the parachute. The design involved 3D printing a bulkhead to

place the growth chamber in while acting as the component the motor would “eject”. An eyebolt

would be on the bottom of the bulkhead on which the shock cord attached to the parachute would



be held. In essence, the parachute would be supporting the bottom half of the rocket upright and

the top half of the rocket upside-down during descent. To make sure the soil and plants weren’t

jostled around too much, we planned on using gauze around the shoots to hold the soil down

while plastic wrapping the drainage holes and tops. The growth tubes would then be fastened

down in the chamber which would be covered with mesh to surround the entire body.

The week before the scheduled launch, we planted the seeds and treated them the same as

in the first week of Experiment 1 for consistency, with only about 8 mL of water per tube and the

appropriate ratio of Fert 1. Shoot germination was successful within 2-3 days and we were

prepared on that end for launching on 4/9. Unfortunately however, there were complications with

the organization we’d scheduled our launch through and the launch site so we were unable to get

cleared to pick up our motors and travel to launch. A week later, we were talking with the Purdue

Space Program High Altitude rocket team’s payload subteam about supplying our growth

chamber for their upcoming Dark Matter 2 launch. However, due to some reorganization of

scheduling, the launch was shifted to next academic year.

2. Executed Rocket Launch

We finally had another chance at a launch with the Purdue Orbital rocket team, who

agreed to include our payload in the nose cone of their newest rocket ready for launch. However,

we needed to adjust the size of our payload to account for the smaller vertical space of the nose

cone, as well as the higher altitude and G force that was expected. Therefore, we decided to plant

our seeds in 50 mL plastic tubes with no drainage holes at the bottom, but could have caps

screwed on them to contain the plants and soil better. The launch was first set for April 23rd, and

we planned out the following preparation and recovery protocol:



Table 7: Sample Preparation and Recovery Protocol

1 Plant 9 seeds one week before launch in 3 tubes of Earth, 3 tubes of Moon, and 3 tubes of
Mars simulant-compost-perlite mixture.

2 On the day of the launch, leave 1 group of Earth, Moon, and Mars germinating seedlings
at the greenhouse, and take the other 2 groups to the launch site, but only launch 1 of the

groups. Wrap gauze around the developing plant shoots and seal all the tubes before
leaving.

3 Transport the tubes to the launch site in a sealed container.

4 At the launch site, prepare the payload by taping the 3 tubes together that will be
launched and wrapping them in enough bubble wrap (top and bottom) to fit the tubes in

the nose cone while making sure they can’t slide.

5 After the rocket is launched, follow the recovery team to the landing site to retrieve the
tubes from the nose cone.

6 Have 6 separate tubes containing 2 mL of RNAlater solution each and submerge all
germinating seedlings.

7 Add 5-10 mL of RNAlater solution to the remaining simulant-compost-perlite mixtures
and shake.

8 Place all tubes in the sealed container for transport back.

9 Retrieve the 3 tubes from the greenhouse and perform the same methods.

10 Keep all the samples in RNAlater solution in the sealed container for 12+ hours at room
temperature.

11 Freeze the samples at -80°C.

12 Conduct RNAseq analysis.

Seeds were planted a week before April 23rd and again, we treated each tube like the first

week of Experiment 1, this time adding only 2-3 mL of water per tube and the appropriate ratio

of Fert 1. Germination was comparable to the 150 mL tubes, even without the drainage holes at

the bottoms. When it came time for the launch we followed the procedure all the way through

step 5 until there were ignitor issues that dragged on past the launch window and the launch had



to be rescheduled for April 29th. Since we were low on simulant-compost-perlite mixture, we had

to take out the seeds and plant new ones in the same tubes that day. Germination wasn’t as

successful the second time around, mostly because of oversaturation without having the drainage

holes, but the seeds were still alive and some showed slight shoot and root protrusions.

On April 29th, the Purdue Orbital launch was a success, reaching Mach 1 and 15 G’s for 7

seconds, and reaching an altitude of over 6,000 ft. We were then able to successfully track down

the rocket with Orbital’s recovery team, recover our samples, and reach step 10 of our protocol.

3. Centrifuge Test

To get a more controlled test of gene expression of germinating seedlings in our optimal

Earth, Moon, and Mars simulant-compost-perlite mixtures, we’ve also planned on conducting a

centrifuge test with a similar protocol, except this time planting twelve tubes: four of each type

of simulant, where one group will be brought to the location of the centrifuge but not tested, and

the other three groups will be tested at different G levels each. The G levels will include 1 G, 2

G’s, and 4 G’s for 5-10 minutes before going through the RNAlater process, freezing, and

analysis. We have planted the seeds on 4/28, a week in advance from our expected test date. The

idea is to get results with less of a margin of error compared to the potential for larger variability

in results most likely seen in a rocket launch. From there, more accurate comparisons can be

made.

Analysis and Results

Going into the analysis of these results, we need to make a few considerations to start as

to what we hope to experimentally understand from these tests. Overall, further investigation to

be made of the effects of Earth, Moon, and Mars simulants and space exploration is on the



epigenetic stress response of the plants in a rocket environment. Epigenetics are the regulation of

gene expression in accord to external factors through development. Monitoring epigenetic

expression can give better insights on the effects of space travel (rocket launch stress) in the

development of plants. Inspired by the GeneLab efforts in NASA, we will conduct RNA

sequencing after our samples have been frozen, therefore having access to the entire library of

gene expressions and can then draw conclusions of gene interactions with tools similar to the

GeneLab AWG open source tools. For a preliminary evaluation we are looking at genes affecting

bacteria symbiosis, senescent genes and mechanical sensor genes.

Symbiosis is important for the soybean life cycle and sustainability due to their

interactions with nitrogen fixing bacteria and their impact on growth. An important characteristic

of soybeans is their N2 fixation abilities which they do by hosting nitrogen fixing bacteria in

their root nodules for shelter and in turn take in N2 needed for diverse pathways. In a similar

manner, leaf symbiotic imbalance can also hinder growth. High respiration rates at different

temperatures suggest decreased soybean growth, however they also present increased bacteria

and fungal matter (Ramstad et Al., 1942). So, how do plants communicate with bacterial

systems and how significant are their interactions? An example of a stress mediated imbalance is

decreased N2 fixation in soybeans, which hinders soybean growth and overall health due to

essential N-dependent pathways like cellular division (Miransari, 2013). In this instance, genes

GmRIC1 and GmRIC2 were identified to take part in signaling pathways of nodule

autoregulation, therefore a potential insight in their symbiotic response.

Senescent genes like SIRT6 will be analyzed due to their relevance in essential pathways

for aging. Senescent Genes like SIRT6 are responsible for efficient DNA repair mechanisms in



species with long life spans (University of Rochester, 2019). STR6 repairs DSBs (Double Strand

Breaks), therefore highly needed for plant aerobic processes.

Another gene group relevant to stress induced by a rocket launch in soybeans is

mechanical sensors like the TCH genes. These are important in regulating plant growth due to

that it can form part of reprogramming of the plant’s growth (localized), and control cell wall

properties essential for cell growth. Another highlight on mechanosensors are trichomes which

can trigger toxin production and release responses to environmental inputs. This would be very

suitable to tell us to what extent the rocket launch affects a plant's mechanical output (Hamant &

Haswell, 2017).

Conclusion

1) Practicality of Plant Growth in High Stress Environments

Major factors associated with stressful environments include change in temperature (heat

stress) and pressure that can affect overall plant reproduction and nutrient deficiency. Several

studies have shown heat stress playing a role in decreased respiration and photosynthesis activity

due to structural modification in the chloroplast protein complexes and diminished activity of

enzymes (damaged cell membranes and grana stacks). There can also be changes in homeostasis

of the biosynthesis and carbon metabolism enzymes. Disturbed homeostasis can lead to

activation of repetitive elements and silenced gene clusters (Lang-Mladek et. al., 2010) The high

temperatures can also cause alteration in the regulation of stress responsive genes and cause

transcriptional restraint of genes involving cell growth. Our primary investigation includes

high/low G’s on a plant’s growth/reproduction to later aid in testing the effects of weightlessness.



These test cases were based on the germinating soybean seedlings within normal and affected

environments. Our gene expression variables include:

A) Greenhouse Environment - Normal germinating soybean seedlings

B) Motor Vehicle - Transporting germinating soybean seedlings to the rocket launch site/to

centrifuge location

C) Rocket Launch - seedling expression after implementation in rocket (15 G’s force)

D) Centrifuge Test - seedling expression after experiencing high stress fluid separation

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. Data Collection Variability

Overall, we tried to maintain consistency of our data collection methods throughout the

growth experiments. We made sure to keep the control experiment constant with normal

temperature and humidity levels in our greenhouse. There were some outliers in the data

collected specifically with the soil pH and temperature since the values were

increasing/decreasing at an inconsistent trend, making it difficult to make many

assumptions/conclusions. However, we were able to get a relatively good understanding of

overall plant health  across the different simulant types in our determined optimal conditions.

2) Obstacles and Errors

Throughout the experiments, we managed a strict schedule for what values needed to be

present for each week to later implement in the rocket launch and centrifuge test. However,

events such as inconsistent weather and other technical difficulties delayed rocket launch dates

causing our experiment to hold off after a certain growth period. Secondly, some of the



specimens grew slower than expected and sometimes caused a lack of observational data.

Finally, another cause of error could have been from the sample testing the pH which could have

disturbed proper growth.
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1. Data Tables

Table 1: Soil Stimulant pH Values

pH Record

Date Simulant 0PER 50PER 100PER 200PER 300PER 400PER 500PER 600PER

2/28
Earth 8.01 7.75 7.86 7.76 7.66 7.73 7.75 7.62

Moon 6.33 6.36 6.76 6.38 6.43 6.58 6.68 6.57

3/2
Earth 7.63 7.53 7.81

Moon 8.15 8.14 8.15

3/4
Earth 7.48 7.61 8.17

Moon 7.77 8.02 8.04

3/14

Earth 7.37 7.44 7.51

Moon 7.54 7.70 7.21

Mars 7.71 7.81 7.23

3/16

Earth 7.24 7.48 7.33

Moon 7.41 7.60 7.18

Mars 7.41 7.45 7.54

3/18

Earth 7.28 7.39 7.25

Moon 7.54 7.70 7.53

Mars 7.37 7.80 7.32

3/21

Earth 7.60 7.56 7.85

Moon 8.28 7.74 7.92

Mars 8.01 8.09 7.98

*We originally planned on taking the pH readings of all pots in the beginning and end while
consistently taking pH readings of the 0, 300, and 600 PER pots 3 times a week

Table 2: Soil Stimulant Soil Temperature Values

Soil Temp Record (C)

Date Simulant 0PER 50PER 100PER 200PER 300PER 400PER 500PER 600PER

3/1
Earth 23.8 C 24.0 C 22.9 C 21.1 C 20.7 C 22.1 C 22.4 C 22.5 C

Moon 23.7 C 22.6 C 22.7 C 22.4 C 22.3 C 22.5 C 21.8 C 22.5 C

3/3
Earth 21.3 C 19.8 C 19.4 C 18.4 C 18.8 C 20.0 C 19.8 C 19.7 C

Moon 19.8 C 20.1 C 20.5 C 20.6 C 20.4 C 20.3 C 20.1 C 20.5 C

3/8
Earth 21.0 C 19.5 C 19.2 C 19.3 C 19.0 C 20.3 C 20.2 C 20.6 C



Moon 19.9 C 20.7 C 20.8 C 20.5 C 20.6 C 20.3 C 20.1 C 19.9 C

3/10
Earth 25.1 C 25.0 C 24.8 C 23.9 C 22.5 C 25.3 C 25.7 C 25.1 C

Moon 24.6 C 24.0 C 24.1 C 24.3 C 24.3 C 24.6 C 24.2 C 24.3 C

3/15

Earth 30.7 C 27.0 C 27.8 C 25.3 C 25.8 C 30.1 C 30.3 C 29.5 C

Moon 28.0 C 25.5 C 26.6 C 26.5 C 27.4 C 28.1 C 29.1 C 27.2 C

Mars 30.2 C 29.5 C 28.6 C 30.4 C 30.1 C 32.2 C 31.1 C 31.3 C

3/17

Earth 32.9 C 28.1 C 28.9 C 26.8 C 28.9 C 32.0 C 31.7 C 32.3 C

Moon 30.1 C 28.6 C 29.8 C 30.0 C 30.3 C 31.6 C 30.9 C 30.7 C

Mars 31.7 C 30.3 C 29.3 C 25.6 C 31.1 C 31.8 C 31.5 C 33.2 C

3/22

Earth 24.9 C 23.6 C 23.8 C 22.2 C 22.4 C 24.7 C 23.9 C 24.1 C

Moon 24.3 C 21.7 C 21.1 C 24.2 C 23.8 C 24.0 C 23.8 C 22.5 C

Mars 24.6 C 24.1 C 24.0 C 24.8 C 24.3 C 24.1 C 24.0 C 24.9 C

3/24

Earth 21.9 C 21.1 C 21.2 C 20.2 C 21.0 C 21.1 C 19.7 C 21.6 C

Moon 21.4 C 20.7 C 20.9 C 21.0 C 21.3 C 21.5 C 21.7 C 22.0 C

Mars 22.5 C 22.0 C 21.2 C 21.4 C 20.9 C 20.4 C 20.6 C 21.0 C

3/29

Earth 23.3 C 19.4 C 22.7 C 22.1 C 22.5 C 23.3 C 23.0 C 22.7 C

Moon 22.1 C 21.9 C 22.3 C 22.0 C 22.5 C 21.7 C 21.6 C 21.9 C

Mars 23.0 C 22.8 C 21.6 C 22.4 C 21.8 C 21.8 C 21.6 C 22.6 C

3/31

Earth 20.9 C 20.7 C 21.1 C 21.5 C 21.0 C 21.9 C 21.7 C 21.6 C

Moon 21.3 C 20.9 C 21.3 C 20.9 C 20.8 C 20.7 C 20.7 C 20.6 C

Mars 21.8 C 22.0 C 21.1 C 21.6 C 20.9 C 20.6 C 20.7 C 21.1 C

2. Growth Progress Photos

*Note: The plants in the closest row are grown in Earth soil, middle is Lunar regolith, and the
last row is Martian regolith

February 12th - First Planted Seeds February 14th - Addition of plastic cover



February 16th - First sign if germination February 21st - Plastic cover removed off pots

February 26th - Setup after mars washout March 7th - Larger shoot and leaf development



March 21st - New Martian plants visible April 4th - 500 PER plants performing best

April 15th - Analyzing with multispectral scans April 18th - End of growth period (4/15)

Additional Content

The following link will provide all multispectral images as well as details of rocket

payload design and launch:



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SZCNJeoRD5ODV7_ACyHVSipMQvctw4bU

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SZCNJeoRD5ODV7_ACyHVSipMQvctw4bU

